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The Illinois Technology Association (ITA) 
is pleased to present the third edition 
of the Internet of Things (IoT) Council’s 
Midwest Inventory. The IoT Council 
seeks to drive the advancement of IoT 
technology, policy, and industry, in order 
to position Chicago and the Midwest as 
the epicenter of IoT growth. With that in 
mind, the IoT Council created this Inven-
tory to help formalize and visualize IoT’s 
expanding presence in the Midwest. 

This Inventory seeks to establish a 
baseline from which to measure the fu-
ture growth of IoT in the region. In order 
for the Midwest IoT industry to reach 
its full potential, more companies must 
begin to self-identify as major players in 
the IoT arena; the goal of this Inventory 
is to get companies in the region to start 
thinking more seriously about their level 
of commitment to IoT.

Analysis
The Midwest, and Chicago in particu-
lar, is positioned to be a leader in the 
emerging IoT sector. With its established 
connections to manufacturing, software, 
and analytics tools, the region has the 
necessary infrastructure to nurture 
the burgeoning IoT movement into a 
dominant force in the tech industry. 
Moreover, the region’s established 
healthcare, transportation, finance, 
and manufacturing industries provide a 
massive potential customer base when 
it comes to implementing IoT solutions 
on a large scale. The IoT revolution goes 
far beyond consumer products, and the 
true scope of IoT’s potential lies in its 
convergence with the Midwest’s rich 
industrial heritage. 

The distribution of Midwest companies 
across these six categories showcases 
the breadth and depth of IoT in Chi-
cago and the Midwest. Smart devices 
and the applications that connect and 
utilize them make up the majority of 
the region’s IoT activity, but the various 
processes that enable and assist these 
functions (connectivity, analytics, and 
system-integration solutions) represent 
a growing segment of the IoT industry, 
and an important one. As interest in this 
sector continues to grow, these infra-
structural processes will prove crucial 
to the implementation of spread of IoT 

functionality. 

When the inventory was first published 
in March 2016, there were 75 companies 
included. This June 2017 edition in-
cludes over 120 companies. That’s sig-
nificant growth in a short period of time. 
However, for the Midwest to capitalize 
on its potential to be a leader in IoT 
technology, those invested in the future 
of IoT in the region must commit to:

• Raising capital

• Instituting and sustaining best 
practices

• Advancing education and  
continued learning

• Addressing talent gaps

• Understanding policy

ITA and the IoT Council are dedicated to 
helping current and future Midwest IoT 
companies achieve these goals through 
our programming, support systems, and 
networking. We believe strongly in the 
future of IoT, and see its potential—with 
the necessary time and investment—to 
have a profound effect on the Midwest 
tech economy.

“The goal of this Inventory 
is to get companies in the 

region to start thinking more 
seriously about their level of 

commitment to IoT.”

We expect the landscape to continue 
to grow as more companies tie into IoT; 
subsequent releases of this report will 
reflect those companies. 

Organization
IoT is wide-ranging in both scope and 
implication. This Inventory places 
each included company into one of six 
groupings that correlates most closely 
to the IoT sector in which that company 
operates. Those groupings were then 
organized in a technology landscape 
graphic that represents each sector’s 

What is the IoT Council?
ITA’s Internet of Things Council is a 
cross-disciplinary effort that brings 
together leaders from the technol-
ogy industry and academia, as well 
as consumers and civic leaders. 

Its mission is to drive the advance-
ment of IoT technology, policy, and 
industry, establishing Chicago and 
the Midwest as an epicenter of 
IoT growth. This mission is ac-
complished through an Advisory 
Board, as well as several dedicated 
committees: 

• Benchmark

• Branding & PR

• Capital

• Talent/Education

• Policy

• IoT Summit 

About ITA
Illinois Technology Association (ITA) 
is focused on scaling Illinois tech 
companies. With innovative re-
sources that allow members to col-
laborate with each other, build their 
talent networks and elevate their 
local and national presence, ITA is 
growing the local tech commu nity. 

Founded in 2005 and support-
ing 500-plus growth-stage tech 
companies, ITA has a rich history of 
connecting, educating and amplify-
ing tech businesses. Discover more 
at illinoistech.org.

 
To learn more about how you 
can get involved with ITA and 
its IoT Council, contact: 

Alexa Cwynar 
Senior Program Manager 
+1.312.924.1052 
alexa@illinoistech.org

Overview + Methodology
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proximity to collected data, arranged 
from closest (bottom) to furthest (top), 
with System Integration applied vertical-
ly across all levels. This is not intended 
as a qualitative arrangement, but rather 
a visual representation of how individual 
IoT endeavors relate to one another and 
the industry as a whole. 

Hardware Devices + Software 
Powering IoT activity

Smart objects and the software that 
support them are the engine that powers 
the IoT ecosystem. The projects in this 
grouping span embedded microcontrol-
lers (Silicon Engines), cellular connectiv-
ity platforms (Hologram), motion-sensor 
firmware, and more. These are the data 
sources that fuel IoT functionality.
 
Connectivity
Linking smart objects to the Cloud and 
each other

Large-scale connectivity solutions 
enable IoT’s networking capabilities. 
The projects in this grouping span 
open-control networks (Xaptum), large-
scale wireless applications (Fluidmesh), 
M2M airtime services (CAL Communica-
tions), and more. These are the proto-
cols that connect machines, devices, 
facilities, fleets, people, and social 
networks to the Cloud and each other.

Application Platform
Managing application functions

Application platforms connect smart de-
vices to other software applications. The 
projects in this grouping span smart-city 
visualization (CityZenith), senior-care re-
mote-monitoring services (Healthsense), 
a gesture-recognition platform, and 
more. These are the management tools 
that enable connected applications.

Analytics
Making data useful

Analytics turn the massive amounts of 
data generated by smart objects into 
actionable information. The projects 
in this grouping span smart-building 
analytics (BuildingWorx), large-industry 
predictive analytics (Uptake), real-time 
performance management (InStep), and 
more. These are the tools that convert 
data to usable insight.

Smart Product Applications
Making data work for industry

Smart Product Applications present and 
articulate the data in order to carry out 
solutions for a specific industry or func-
tion. The projects in this grouping span 
automated waste management (One 
Plus), smart-home systems (Oomi), ad-
vertising optimization (YuMe), and more. 
These are the applications that leverage 
data into specialized solutions. 

System Integration/IoT Consulting
Merging IoT components

System Integration facilitates seamless 
operation between individual elements 
of the IoT ecosystem. These are the 
enterprises that make IoT components 
work together. This category also in-
cludes companies that consult com-
panies on IoT implementations despite 
not having a particular product/solution 
offering themselves. The projects in this 
grouping span identification and track-
ing technology (Zebra), state-of-the-
art Cloud facilitation (CloudOne), fleet 
management, and more. These are the 
enterprises that make IoT components 
work together. 

Methodology 
This Inventory is not a comprehensive 
list, nor was it intended to be. Hundreds 
of Midwest-centered tech companies 
have dabbled in or expressed interest in 
IoT technology in the past few years; but 
this Inventory was conceived with signif-
icance, rather than comprehensiveness, 
in mind. 

The Midwest IoT Inventory is interested 
primarily in the companies that have 
established a commitment to IoT and 
are focusing on it at a fundamental level. 
That said, there are bound to be a few 
unintentional omissions; companies who 
believe they should have been includ-
ed in this Inventory are encouraged to 
reach out to ITA and the IoT council to 
discuss their involvement in subsequent 
releases of this report.

Companies in the Inventory range from 
those founded in the past few years and 
with fewer than 50 employees, to others 
with more than 10,000 employees and a 
strong presence in Illinois since the late 
1960s. To be considered for inclusion in 

the Inventory, companies had to meet 
one of two geographical criteria, either:

• Being headquartered in Chicago-
land or the Midwest, or

• Having a primary IoT facility or a 
significant employee population and 
customer base in Chicagoland or 
the Midwest.

Furthermore, any company considered 
for inclusion in the Inventory must have 
displayed a clear commitment to creat-
ing/selling or implementing IoT solutions. 
These can be companies that are IoT 
companies in nature, or simply compa-
nies that are utilizing IoT in major ways—
in short, their commitment to IoT must 
extend beyond mere lip-service.

Overview + Methodology
(continued)

IoT Council Premier Partners
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Midwest IoT Companies

Company Website Location Category

10th Magnitude 10thmagnitude.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

10th Magnitude helps businesses transform with innovative, cloud-based solutions that 
harness the power of Microsoft Azure. We combine elements from multiple deep cloud 
competencies as well as the most efficient and innovative technology tools and platforms to 
help clients become more agile, more customer-focused and more operationally efficient. 
A Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform Partner and a Chef Certified Partner, 10th Magnitude is 
headquartered in Chicago with offices around the US and clients worldwide. Check us out 
at 10thmagnitude.com.

Accenture accenture.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

Agentis Energy agentisenergy.com Chicago, IL Analytics

Agrible agrible.com Champaign, IL Smart Product Applications

Airstash airstash.com Palatine, IL Device Software + Hardware

Amber Agriculture amber.ag Champaign, IL Connectivity

American RFID Solutions, 
LLC (ARS)

americanrfidsolutions.net/web Arlington Heights, IL Smart Product Applications

AMPY getampy.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

Ayrstone Productivity LLC ayrstone.com Minneapolis, MN Connectivity

B+B SmartWorx bb-elec.com Ottawa, IL Device Software + Hardware

BMW Technology Corporation bmwusa.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

The BMW Technology Corporation is a technology development company situated under 
the BMW Group umbrella. Working out of the Boeing Building in Downtown Chicago, this 
growing team is striving to bring to BMW vehicles the type of digital user experience that 
consumers have grown accustomed to in their daily lives, making their driving experiences 
easier, safer, and more pleasurable. Setting up shop in Chicago in 2014, BMW Technol-
ogy Corporation is one of the major players putting the city at the forefront of connect-
ed-car-technology develoment.

Bosch Software Innovations bosch-si.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

With its IoT platform, Bosch Software Innovations complements the core competence in the 
Internet of Things: connecting users, business partners, devices, machines, and enterprise 
systems with each other. The Bosch IoT Suite provides the foundation for service enable-
ment, both in terms of connecting things to the Internet – reliably, securely, cost effectively, 
and at scale – and in terms of delivering the backing application logic for value-added ser-
vices. It is made up of a set of software services that provide all of key middleware capabili-
ties needed to build a sophisticated IoT application from top to bottom. Customers can use 
any combination of these IoT services as needed to rapidly implement the desired solution.

Cal Communications, Inc. calcomm.com Buffalo Grove, IL Connectivity

Chamberlain Group, Inc. chamberlaingroup.com Elmhurst, IL Application Platform

Cityzenith cityzenith.com Chicago, IL Application Platform

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
http://10thmagnitude.com
http://10thmagnitude.com
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http://getampy.com
http://ayrstone.com
http://bb-elec.com
http://bmwusa.com
http://bosch-si.com
http://calcomm.com
http://chamberlaingroup.com
http://cityzenith.com
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Midwest IoT Companies
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

CIVIQ Smartscapes LLC civiqsmartscapes.com Chicago, IL Application Platform

Formerly known as Elevate Digital, the recently acquired Chicago arm of CIVIQ Smarts-
capes is working to transform urban landscapes into public “Smartscapes.” CIVIQ’s out-
door communication structures integrate WiFi, mobile LTE, and smart-sensor technologies 
to create public hotspots that also enable smart-city functions. A network of linked struc-
tures can create a connected canopy of 1GB WiFi and LTE technology, while a hub of smart 
sensors collect data from the surrounding environment, monitoring things like air quality, 
traffic, weather, and more. Integrated public-facing displays also provide the opportunity for 
advertising and announcements. CIVIQ’s turn-key solutions combine hardware, integration 
software, advertising media, and broadband internet, providing a broad menu of comple-
mentary services for Smart City infrastructure programs.

Clarity Consulting consulting.claritycon.com Chicago, IL Device Software + Hardware

Clarity creates custom IoT solutions for the world’s largest brands. We deliver innovative 
ways to engage customers – such as interactive vending machines, self-service kiosks and 
immersive shopper experiences. We also create solutions for point-of-sale optimization, as 
well as for behind-the-scenes inventory management and operational efficiency improve-
ment.

Clarity provides quick proof of concepts as well as scalable, geo-dispersed solutions. We 
not only envision and design the solution, we also write the software and, via partners, 
manufacture and maintain the devices at scale. Learn more at consulting.claritycon.com.

ClearObject clearobject.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

ClearObject is an IoT Systems Innovator, helping the world’s best companies connect their 
bold ideas to the Internet of Things. We bring our years of experience, our team of experts 
and our coalition of leading partners together to make your IoT solutions a reality.

Climate Corporation climate.com Chicago, IL Device Software + Hardware

CNXT cnxt.co Chicago, IL Application Platform

CNXT- Connect & Next- is a B2B2C IoE provider for our PlatformPartners specializing in 
IoT & FinTech mobile commerce platforms. CNXT’s focus going forward is the intelligent 
application of Cognitive computing and Blockchain capabilities across economic processes 
globally.

Covisint covisint.com Southfield, MI Application Platform

Delphian Systems delphiansystems.com Buffalo Grove, IL Connectivity

Delphian Systems enables smart, user-transparent automation for home, office, and com-
mercial environments with powerful and innovative high technology. Delphian’s SecuRe-
mote technology makes OEM products smart and fully interoperable with smartphones, 
mobile, and Bluetooth-enabled devices. With SecuRemote, things communicate with smart 
mobile devices, form smart local wireless networks, and connect to smart cloud applica-
tions — all automatically. The platform provides an integrated modular system of hardware, 
embedded software, and application software that can be used for both existing products 
and the development of new ones. This gives product-design teams the power to enable 
different features for different products and line extensions without having to worry about 
backward-compatibility, which helps drive IoT’s market penetration.

Digi digi.com Minnetonka, MN  Device Software + Hardware

Earthwave Technologies earthwavetech.com Indianapolis, IN Application Platform

Embedded Logix embeddedlogix.info Shelby Township, MI Application Platform

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

Embedor Technologies embedortech.com Champaign, IL Device Software + Hardware

Entrigna entrigna.com Schaumburg, IL Analytics

Entrigna is a real-time prescriptive analytics company and consulting firm that specializes in 
turning data from the Internet of Things into actionable insights. Entrigna’s Real-Time Expert 
System (RTES) platform helps companies increase operational efficiency, enhance custom-
er relationships and make complex decisions faster. RTES is the only software that incor-
porates all of the major decision making frameworks, such as machine learning, complex 
event processing and business rules into one seamless solution. This ensures that there are 
no compatibility issues and that RTES can grow with your business and change with your 
needs.

Exosite exosite.com Minneapolis, MN  Application Platform

FarmLogs farmlogs.com Ann Arbor, MI Smart Product Applications

Feedlogic feedlogic.com Willmar, MN Smart Product Applications

Five Cubits fivecubits.com Oakbrook, IL Smart Product Applications

Fleetilla fleetilla.com Ann Arbor, MI Smart Product Applications

Flexera Software flexerasoftware.com Itasca, IL Device Software + Hardware

Flexera Software helps application producers and enterprises manage application usage 
and increase the value they derive from their software. Since 1987, Flexera has delivered 
innovative solutions to software producers, high-tech manufacturers, enterprises, and 
governments, while complementing those innovations with the acquisition of market-leading 
solutions. Flexera Software’s Internet of Things solutions provide intelligent device man-
ufacturers the enabling capabilities to develop profitable software businesses based on 
Internet of Things applications. With approximately 200 employees working out of its Itasca, 
IL headquarters, Flexera has been named one of The Chicago Tribune’s Top Workplaces for 
the last four years running.

Flexterra Corporation flexterracorp.com Skokie, IL Device Software + Hardware

Fluidmesh Networks fluidmesh.com Buffalo Grove, IL Connectivity

Garageio garageio.com Columbus, OH Smart Product Applications

Gauge gaugesmart.com Indianapolis, IN Application Platform

GE Digital ge.com/digital Chicago, IL Application Platform

The operating climate for industrial companies has never been more challenging. As a 
global industrial leader, GE faces these same challenges every day. In response, GE Digital 
is reimagining how industrial companies, including many GE companies, operate plants and 
deliver products – using data as the fuel and advanced analytics as the growth engine. GE 
Digital embraces the vision of the Industrial Internet and the promise of driving disruptive, 
positive changes across the industrial landscape. GE’s digital industrial software solutions 
and services—powered by the Industrial Internet—bring together brilliant machines, data, 
insights, and people to drive real-time connectivity and data intelligence through a digital 
thread. In 2016, GE selected Chicago as a “digital hub” for the company’s transportation 
and healthcare divisions.

Get Wireless getwirelessllc.com Eden Prairie, MN Device Software + Hardware

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

Gogo gogoair.com Chicago, IL Connectivity

With more than two decades of experience, Gogo is the leader in in-flight connectivity and 
wireless entertainment services for commercial and business fleets around the world. Gogo 
connects aircraft, providing its aviation partners with the world’s most powerful network 
and platform to help optimize their operations. Gogo’s superior technologies, best-in-class 
service, and global reach help planes fly smarter, our aviation partners perform better, and 
their passengers travel happier. Gogo has more than 1,000 employees and is headquar-
tered in Chicago, IL, with additional facilities in Broomfield, CO, and various locations over-
seas. In April 2016, the company published the first aviation book on IoT, “From The Ground 
Up: How the Internet of Things Will Give Rise to Connected Aviation,” with the intention of 
sparking an industry-wide conversation about how IoT will reshape aviation.

Grid Connect gridconnect.com Naperville, IL Device Software + Hardware

Grove Streams LLC grovestreams.com Minneapolis, MN  Analytics

Hallsten Innovations hallstenInnovations.com Barberton, Ohio Device Software + Hardware

Hallsten Innovations develops first-mile IoT solutions for our clients. First-mile means we 
design the electronic products (nodes, sensors, gateways, etc) that originate data that feed 
the rest of the downstream IoT ecosystem. Projects often move from napkin to production, 
however many OEM clients ask us to add smart connectivity tech to devices already in 
production or in the field. Our IoT focused development team leverages core competen-
cies in wireless connectivity technologies including Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiFi, Cellular(LTE), 
LoRa, SIGFOX and others. If ‘20 billion connected devices by 2020’ are going to be realized, 
Hallsten Innovations has the experience and knowledge to design and deploy our portion. 
We already boast dozens of product designs deployed worldwide, realized in over 5 million 
shipped devices for our various market clients across the USA.

HARTING Inc of North America harting-usa.com Elgin, IL Device Software + Hardware

Healthsense healthsense.com Mendota Heights, MN Application Platform

HED hedonline.com Hartford, WI Device Software + Hardware

Hologram hologram.io Chicago, IL Connectivity

Hologram is a platform for building IoT products with a focus on cellular connectivity. 
Through our global Hologram cellular network covering over 100 countries, turnkey Ho-
logram Dash cellular development board, and Hologram Cloud for data and device man-
agement, Hologram is accelerating connected product development for enterprises, small 
businesses, and start-ups. With the Hologram Platform, businesses and makers alike spend 
less time building out connectivity infrastructure and more time focusing on their core IoT 
product experience. Since its founding in 2013 in Chicago, Hologram has added tens of 
thousands of connected devices to its network and is empowering a new generation of 
engineers, designers, and entrepreneurs to bring connected products to market faster and 
ultimately make the world a smarter place.

Ideology ideologyllc.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

Industrack industrack.com Plymouth, MN Application Platform

IoT Architecture Group iotarchitecturegroup.com Arlington Heights, IL Device Software + Hardware

IOT Technology Solutions iottechnology.com Chicago, IL Analytics

ITS Compliance itscompliance.com Madison, WI System Integration/IoT Consulting

Janus Remote Communications janus-rc.com Aurora, IL Device Software + Hardware

Jio, Inc jiobit.com Chicago, IL Device Software + Hardware

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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Company Website Location Category

Johnson Controls johnsoncontrols.com Milwaukee, WI Application Platform

LHP Telematics lhptelematics.com Westfield, IN Application Platform

LocusView locusview.com Chicago, IL Application Platform

MasterTrak -  
Power Systems International

mastertrak.com Wood Dale, IL Application Platform

MaxMyTV maxmytv.com Naperville, IL Smart Product Applications

Mesh Systems mesh-systems.com Carmel, IN System Integration/IoT Consulting

mFrontiers LLC mfrontiers.com Libertyville, IL Application Platform

Mikan Associates mikanassocites.com Chicago, IL Analytics

Mikan Associates provides measurable, and impactful Data & Analytics Solutions by a local 
consulting team with unmatched domain expertise, deep industry knowledge, and exten-
sive consulting experience. We bring broad and deep industry experience to all engage-
ments – industry experience includes Financial Services, Digital, Manufacturing & Distribu-
tion, Telecom, Healthcare, Hospitality, and, Education & Associations. Mikan’s framework is 
guided, first and foremost, by business objectives, and spans Data & Analytics Strategy and 
Implementation of Big Data, Traditional and Hybrid solutions. Our local team boasts exper-
tise in the following technologies and domains: -- Cloudera Hadoop, DataStax Cassandra, 
Spark SQL & Streaming, Spark R, H2O, Impala, Hive, Sqoop, Splunk, Kafka, R, Snowflake, 
Oracle, SQL Server, Netezza, RedShift, Tableau, SAP BI (Business Objects), SAP Lumira, 
SAP HANA, Big Data Architecture and Development, Predictive Analytics, Data Science, 
Data Modeling, Analytics Training. We are located at mikanassociates.com and 141 W. 
Jackson Blvd, STE 1520, Chicago IL 60604. Phone: (888) 902-1970

Modustri modustri.com Grand Rapids, MI Application Platform

Mojix, Inc. mojix.com Plymouth, MI Application Platform

Monitor Tech monitortech.com Port Sanilac, MI Smart Product Applications

Morey moreycorp.com Woodridge, IL Device Software + Hardware

Motorola Solutions motorolasolutions.com Shaumburg, IL Device Software + Hardware

MultiTech multitech.com Mounds View, MN Device Software + Hardware

Net Zero Analysis & Design Corp. netzeroanalysis.com Chicago, IL Application Platform

Our Mission is Smart Energy Conservation for every building with sustainable ongoing cost 
containment. –Achieved through the deployment of advanced IoT sensors, commutation 
protocols, and Learning Building Gateway, offering unpresented energy and water savings 
based on a buildings occupancy use, weather, and schedule. Rapid advancement of the IoT 
Community in Chicago and the mixed building stock, offered us a true game changer for 
the Development of our intelligent building system Utility Optimization Intelligence allowing 
advanced algorithm building control with no operator input, based strictly on the buildings 
requirements alone.Leveraging the IoT Community in Chicago, the Power of Partnership, 
Collaboration, and Development has made Net Zero Analysis & Design Corp. a premier 
startup in the Advanced Building Controls Space.

Netoria, Inc. netoria.com Glen Ellyn, IL Smart Product Applications

New Boundary Technologies newboundary.com Minneapolis, MN Application Platform

Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)
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Company Website Location Category

Nexgen Packaging nexgenpackaging.com Romeoville, IL Smart Product Applications

Nexgen Packaging, LLC is a global provider of apparel brand identification and packaging 
products, servicing the creative, product-development, and production needs of appar-
el manufacturers and retailers across the globe. The company is focused on simplifying 
everything from the creative process to order execution, utilizing innovative technologies 
to increase efficiency and enhance customer service. Nexgen provides a total-solution 
approach to supply chains that includes a custom product-development application, an 
ecommerce solution capable of integrating manual-order entry, inventory-management 
support, and more. With 25 locations across the globe, Nexgen relocated its headquarters 
from Southern California to Romeoville, Illinois in 2013. 

NimbeLink nimbelink.com Plymouth, MN Device Software + Hardware

NXP Semiconductors nxp.com Hoffman Estates, IL Device Software + Hardware

OnePlus Corp. onepluscorp.com Northbrook, IL Application Platform

Headquartered in Illinois, OnePlus is the global leader in Intelligent Waste Management 
Solutions. Our fullness sensors monitor and optimize collections from most waste contain-
ers including industrial compactors, front end loaders, oil tanks and textile collection bins. 
OnePlus’ IoT Analytics platform makes it possible for Waste Management companies, Local 
Authorities, Retailers, Manufacturers, Property Managers, Hospitals and Hospitality Oper-
ators to reduce haulage costs, increase operating efficiency, and gain insight into the daily 
functioning of their businesses.

Onkol onkol.net Milwaukee, WI Smart Product Applications

Oomi oomihome.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

Optimal Design optimaldesignco.com Arlington Heights, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

Optimal Design is an award-winning, vertically integrated product development firm that 
leverages its in-house industrial design, engineering, and software teams to deliver innova-
tive wireless solutions to its clients. Design and integration of wireless technologies such as 
WiFi, Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy, Cellular, GPS, and NFC into connected devices has 
been a core competency for the past 15 years.

Oso Technologies myplantlink.com Champaign, IL Smart Product Applications

Panduit panduit.comen/home Tinley Park, IL Application Platform

The challenges of scaling internet of things connections (wired and wireless) across man-
ufacturing, enterprises and beyond require a structured approach to simplify IoT physical 
deployment while addressing security and accelerating value creation. Panduit focused IoT 
application kits, analytic tools and global partner ecosystems deliver the ability to quickly 
deploy the physical infrastructure, IoT wireless mesh sensing networks, and integrations 
required to maximize performance, network availability and gain valuable data insight to 
maximize performance. Our cohesive portfolio of products, tools and services help tra-
ditional IT/Enterprise and OT/Operations resources simplify the deployment of validated 
secure, robust and scalable IoT networks.

Particle particle.io Minneapolis, MN  Device Software + Hardware

PEQ mypeq.com Kansas City, MO Smart Product Applications

Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)
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Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

PhysIQ physiq.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

Formerly known as VGBio, PhysIQ is healthcare’s first personalized physiology data-an-
alytics platform. PhysIQ is designed to track and integrate multiple vital signs to detect 
clinically meaningful changes against an individual baseline, rather than a population-based 
“norm.” PhysIQ’s analytics are based on the opposite of “big data”: a statistical sample of 
one. PhysIQ technology is designed to work with multiple data streams originating from 
a variety of compatible sensors or devices. The data- and device-agnostic nature of the 
algorithms means that the PhysIQ platform will produce information that is even more vivid 
and significant as additional sensors and data streams become available. PhysIQ CEO Gary 
Conkright is a member of the IoT Council’s Advisory Board.

Qterics qterics.com Plymouth, MN Application Platform

Reemo getreemo.com Minneapolis, MN  Application Platform

RRAmac rramac.com Plymouth, MN Application Platform

SageClarity sageclarity.com Chicago, IL Analytics

Scanalytics Inc. scanalyticsinc.com Milwaukee, WI Analytics

Schneider Electric Software software.schneider-electric.com Chicago, IL Analytics

SensorHound sensorhound.com West Lafeyette, IN Application Platform

Sensor Synergy sensorsynergy.com Buffalo Grove, IL Device Software + Hardware

Silver Spring Networks silverspringnet.com Chicago, IL Connectivity

Silversmith silversmithinc.com Gaylord, MI Device Software + Hardware

Simplisafe simplisafe.com Chicago, IL Device Software + Hardware

SingleWire Software singlewire.com Madison, WI Application Platform

Smart Temps smart-temps.com Mishawaka, IN Device Software + Hardware

Smart Witness smartwitness.com Schaumburg, IL Device Software + Hardware

Softweb Solutions softwebiot.com Elgin, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

Softweb Solutions is a Chicago-based software development and consultancy firm pro-
viding comprehensive solutions to its clients. After years of working on IoT projects for an 
increasing number of clients, Softweb launched its Internet of Things division in November, 
2015, in order to help new and existing clients create smarter systems. This new division 
handles the entire IoT journey, including consultation, IoT-enabled infrastructure, managed 
services, and industrial IoT solutions. Softweb also provides six off-the-shelf Smart Solu-
tions for organizations: Smart Office, Smart Retail, Smart Occupancy, Smart Manufactur-
ing, Smart Healthcare, and Predictive Maintenance. Softweb’s technology experts have 
extensive experience in enterprise software, data science, and mobility solutions, with a 
team of 50-plus data scientists and engineers in the IoT division helping make sense of 
massive amounts of data.

Solstice Mobile solstice-mobile.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

 

Solstice is an innovation and emerging technology firm that helps Fortune 500 compa-
nies seize new opportunities through world-changing digital solutions. As strategists and 
consultants, we help organizations evolve their digital strategy to solve mission-critical 
problems. As designers and developers, we build incredible digital solutions that transcend 
a standalone product and transform an organization’s relationship with its customers. We’re 
strategists, researchers, designers and engineers hell-bent on changing the way the world 
does business. We’re headquartered in Chicago, IL and have delivery offices in New York, 
NY and Buenos Aires, Argentina.

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

Sonicu sonicu.com Greenfield, IN Device Software + Hardware

SPR Consulting spr.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

SPR Consulting helps companies achieve personalized, rich, connected experiences with 
their customers and employees using IoT technology. Our expertise is rooted in the tech-
nologies that link the physical and digital world and fuel the IoT process including real-time 
data capture, system integration, cloud storage, machine learning, security, and data 
visualizations. As a trusted partner, we help map enterprise priorities and goals to desired 
business outcomes, align them with a custom IoT strategy, and deliver thriving anvd secure 
IoT environments. We address tough technology challenges: how to securely pull data off 
devices and sensors, how to manage devices, what data to capture, how to store it, and 
how to surface actionable insights.

Synovia Solutions synoviasolutions.com Indianapolis, IN Device Software + Hardware

Telit telit.com Lincolnshire, IL Device Software + Hardware

TelkoNet telkonet.com Waukesha, WI Smart Product Applications

Telular telular.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

TeMeDa temeda.com Naperville, IL Smart Product Applications

Teradeep teradeep.com West Lafayette, IN Analytics

ThingLogix, Inc. thinglogix.com Chicago, IL System Integration/IoT Consulting

TrackYourTruck trackyourtruck.com Lynchburg, VA Device Software + Hardware

TraknProtect traknprotect.com Chicago, IL Device Software + Hardware

Uptake uptake.com Chicago, IL Analytics

Uptake is a predictive-analytics platform that uses the data from the Internet of Things to 
shape the future. Leveraging unique partnerships with industry leaders, Uptake integrates 
cross-industry expertise, data science, and workflow connectivity to provide high-value 
solutions to large industrial companies. Uptake’s technology products identify problems 
before they happen and deliver workflow-centric insights to drive improvements in efficien-
cy and productivity. Uptake was named by Forbes as the hottest startup in 2015, and was 
described by Fortune as “saving industrial giants from disruption.”

Utilimarc utilimarc.com Minneapolis, MN  Application Platform

Verisae verisae.com Minneapolis, MN  Application Platform

VisTracks vistracks.com Lisle, IL Smart Product Applications

VizLore LLC vizlore.com South Barrington, IL Analytics

Well Sentinel wellsentinel.com Indianapolis, IN Device Software + Hardware

Wi-Tronix wi-tronix.com Bolingbrook, IL Device Software + Hardware

Wolfram Research wolfram.com Champaign, IL Application Platform

Xaptum xaptum.com Chicago, IL Connectivity

YuMe yume.com Chicago, IL Smart Product Applications

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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If your company is in the IoT space and has a Midwest presence, 
submit your information for review and you could be included in 
the next issue.

Does your company belong in this report?
SUBMIT YOUR COMPANY

ita.cx/iot-inventory

Midwest IoT Companies 
(continued)

Company Website Location Category

Zebra Technologies zebra.com Lincolnshire, IL Device Software + Hardware

With the unparalleled visibility Zebra (NASDAQ: ZBRA) provides, enterprises become as 
smart and connected as the world we live in. Real-time information – gleaned from visionary 
solutions including hardware, software and services – gives organizations the competitive 
edge they need to simplify operations, know more about their businesses and customers, 
and empower their mobile workers to succeed in today’s data-centric world. For more infor-
mation, visit zebra.com.

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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Customer Problem
Medline Industries, Inc. based in Mun-
delein, IL is America’s largest privately 
held national manufacturer and distribu-
tor of health care supplies and services. 
Founded in 1966, the company’s roots 
date back 90 years, to when it started as 
a garment manufacturer. With six manu-
facturing facilities in North America and 
more than 25 joint venture manufactur-
ing plants worldwide, Medline manufac-
tures hundreds of thousands of prod-
ucts, encompassing medical-surgical 
items and one of the largest textile lines 
in the industry. In today’s cost-compet-
itive marketplace, Medline experiences 
unprecedented pressure to improve 
production and distribution efficiencies.

Because of the importance of the role 
of Medline’s products, cost reduction 
must be accomplished without giving up 
quality or local availability. In response 
to pressures in the health-care indus-
try to lower costs, including reduced 
Medicare reimbursements, Medline has 
developed some of the most innovative 
and successful cost-saving solutions in 
the marketplace.

With such a high volume of production 
and distribution of products and mate-
rials, a significant amount of waste is 
generated. The disposal of non-recycla-
ble waste products is a product-related 
expense that many companies automat-
ically assume to be beyond their control 
– except perhaps to negotiate for the 
lowest hauling rates.

The Solution
In 2004, while searching for a solution, 
Medline was introduced to a hightech, 
Internet of Things solution that claimed 
to significantly reduce the cost of waste 
removal through a two-step process. 
First, the product accurately measures 
the fullness of the waste compactor 
container. Second, it automatically noti-
fies the hauler to pick up a full container. 
While it sounds simple, complex tech-
nology is needed to make the process 

work smoothly and accurately

While most company managers scarce-
ly give them a second look, the large 
waste compactors that are stationed 
at the rear of many facilities perform an 
important function. Waste compactors 
are a surprisingly vital cog in the waste 
stream. After compressing bulky waste 
into a large steel container, the trash 
can be efficiently hauled away with a 
minimum of pickups by a local hauler. 
However, it is vital that the container 
be as full as possible, or the number of 
pickups and the corresponding expens-
es will quickly multiply.

Low-tech methods of monitoring full-
ness, such as pressure gauges, fullness 
lights (which are switched on by peak 
pressure readings), counting the number 
of compactions, and tapping the sides 
of the container are all grossly inac-
curate. They result either in premature 
pickups (and the added costs) or poten-
tially hazardous and costly overflows.

The OnePlus Waste Edge platform uses 
a digital pressure sensor to capture ev-
ery stroke of the compactor ram press-
ing waste into the container. That data 
is analyzed by a computerized monitor, 
which is translated into a remarkably 
accurate picture of container fullness. 
When the monitor says the container is 
full, it automatically notifies the hauler to 
make a pickup and advises the compa-
ny that the hauler has been contacted. 
When the pickup is made, that too is 
recorded.

IoT Case Studies 
OnePlus

Company Information
Location
Northbrook, IL

Email
info@oneplussystems.com

Website
oneplussystems.com

 
OnePlus Corp.

 
@OnePlusSystems

https://www.illinoistech.org/iot-council?utm_source=inventory_vol1&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=ita_iot
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https://twitter.com/oneplussystems
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The Results
Before Waste Edge, hauler billing indi-
cated that Medline’s container weights 
varied widely, ranging from 3.5 to 8 tons. 
When the hauler started picking up only 
after the Waste Edge call, the pickup 
weights increased to around 10 tons 
and have held that level consistently.

By implementing Waste Edge, Medline 
has reduced hauls from three times 
a week to just two, saving $800 per 
month. Now in their 12th year as a One-
Plus client, Medline have saved over 
$100,000 in haulage charges for the 
first compactor alone and now monitor 
several more compactors with OnePlus 
at additional sites.

While Medline’s primary motivation for 
evaluating the monitor was a reduction 
in waste hauling expenses, they have 
also seen other benefits. When workflow 
varies, there is no need to further alter 
the hauler agreements or relationships. 
Medline could go from working over-
time one week to a vacation shut-
down the next, without ever talking 
to the hauler. Because the Monitor 
is watching fullness 24/7, the hauler is 
always given the notice required to make 
a timely pickup.

OnePlus Systems
OnePlus is an Illinois-based manufac-
turer of container fullness and control 
systems. With the launch of their first 
networked compactor fullness monitor-
ing solution in 1991, followed later by the 
first Internet based compactor monitor-
ing system, OnePlus’s sensor technol-
ogy and software solutions presaged 
the coming Internet of Things revolution. 
Twenty-five years, 20,000 units, and nine 
patents later OnePlus continues to lead 
the industry.

In 2016, OnePlus acquired Ireland-based 
SmartBin, the leading provider of 
intelligent waste monitoring for smaller 
containers, such as waste oil tanks, 
drop boxes, and front end loaders.

Together, the OnePlus monitoring and 
security solutions make it possible for 
some of the world’s largest retailers, 
manufacturers, property managers, hos-
pitals, hospitality operators and waste 
management companies to reduce 
costs, increase operating efficiency, and 
gain insight into the daily functioning of 
their businesses.

Whether it’s fullness monitoring, access 
control and usage reporting, or data 
analytics OnePlus has a complete, 
customizable solution for whatever 
your business needs. And with remote 
access and cloud-based reporting, 
managing it allhas never been easier.

Results (one monitor)
• Compactor hauls reduced by 33%

• Saving over $100,000 in 12 years

• Haulage volume change: 3.5 tons to 
10 tons

IoT Case Studies 
OnePlus (continued)
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Customer Problem
The Shoppes at Mandalay Place is 
unique in that they have an unprece-
dentedly varied collection of tenants. 
The mix differentiates it from the typical 
shopping mall experience with one-of-
a-kind and unusual anchor shops from 
all over the United States. Additionally, 
the sheer size of the center at 125,000 
square feet brings further foot-traffic 
challenges. How do you drive consum-
ers when the offerings are so diverse? 
And additionally, encourage deeper 
exploration throughout the complex?

The Solution
The Shoppes at Mandalay Place realized 
it was essential to find remarkable 
and compelling opportunities to drive 
guests to and through the center. In 
ShopperTrak they found their answer. 
With an implementation of the Shop-
perTrak system, they were immediately 
able to begin giving the data they were 
collecting to their tenants to increase 
their efficiency and help them with their 
visual merchandising. Moreover, the 
information helped them understand the 
promotions and values Mandalay brings 
through their marketing campaigns.
ShopperTrak has opened a wealth of 
data analytics for Mandalay Bay with 
which to dynamically scale and pivot 
the shopper’s experience including daily 
counts and hourly counts. And with the 
new Beacon System: capture rates, 
dwell times, and conversion rates (all 
explained below).
All of these numbers enable tenants to 
very effectively and efficiently run their 
businesses.

Solution Implemented

• Mandalay is using both Shopper-
Trak’s people counting and custom-
er engagement solutions.

• People counting - ShopperTrak 
counts the number of visitors to the 
Shoppes at Mandalay Bay using 
traditional traffic counting devices.

• Customer engagement – provides 
opportunities to engage with shop-
pers across the path-to-purchase 
digitally. 

• Conversion rates - this metric quan-
tifies how many shoppers visited in-
store versus how many consumers 
made a purchase. 

• Daily and hourly counts - the num-
ber of shoppers visiting the mall 
within those respective time frames 
(daily or hourly).

• Capture rates - how many shoppers 
pass by a store in a mall versus how 
many enter that store. 

• Dwell time - how long a customer 
lingers within certain areas of a mall 
or store. 

Furthermore, with emerging mobile and 
Wi-Fi technologies, the Shoppes at 
Mandalay Place can provide local store 
information and personalized content 
before a visit and then a customized 
experience once in individual stores. 
Earning greater engagement and aware-
ness, retailers will gain loyalty, convert 
behaviors into revenue, and grow market 
share.

IoT Case Studies 
ShopperTrak

Company Information
Location
Chicago, IL

Website
shoppertrak.com

Overview
ShopperTrak helps retailers, malls 
and entertainment venues around 
the globe understand when shop-
pers are coming in their doors, 
where they’re going, and how to 
make the most of that information.

Our solutions increase traffic, 
conversion rates and transaction 
size. In short, we are in the busi-
ness of improving effectiveness and 
profitability.
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Results
One immediate effect ShopperTrack 
brought to the fore was an increase in 
the sales per square foot from around 
the 450 dollar range to the 719 dollar 
range, which is nearly 275 dollars over 
the national average. Simply, the ana-
lytics empowers tenants and makes pro-
found differences in their decision-mak-
ing process. And it gives the tenant an 
unmatched efficiency level that allows 
them to compete more vigorously with 
the other venues in Vegas.

Lastly, the analytics helps Mandalay at-
tract and retain tenants longer because 
they can see that their marketing cam-
paigns are working to draw shoppers to 
the door. The breadth of data also gives 
them a competitive differentiator over 
other outlets by providing real informa-
tion on the number of shoppers tenants 
will see. And according to Brian Robi-
son, Vice President and General Man-
ager of the Shoppes at Mandalay Place, 
“ShopperTrak’s data has been perhaps 
the single most important factor that has 
helped [them] change the operations of 
the Shops at Mandalay Place.

IoT Case Studies 
ShopperTrak (continued)
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Customer Problem
For a layperson, it is very difficult to 
read and understand DTCs (diagnostic 
trouble codes). In order to leverage the 
vehicle’s self-diagnostic and reporting 
capability, Wells Vehicle Electronics 
was looking for a mobile app that would 
interpret DTCs that correspond to the 
fault, turning on the Check Engine Light 
to letting the user know in real-time that 
there is a problem. 

The main objective of the mobile app 
was to communicate with a dongle 
connected to a vehicle and decrease 
diagnostic time, while providing the user 
with an effective preventive maintenance 
solution.

Not all vehicles use standard OBD (On 
Board Diagnostics) protocols, and there-
fore the trouble codes vary depending 
on the year, make and model of a vehi-
cle. It is very difficult for a non-technical 
user to understand OBD trouble codes. 

The Solution
Softweb Solutions built a mobile appli-
cation called ‘GoTech™ Mobile OBDII 
Diagnostics Tool’ which pairs with the 
OBD-II dongle via a Bluetooth connec-
tion. 

The mobile application can be used by 
car owners or service technicians who 
have purchased the dongle device.

Once the dongle is connected to the 
OBDII port under a vehicle’s dashboard, 
the user can pair his smartphone with 
the app. The app then fetches and dis-
plays information on the Faulty Codes 
and various Gauges, allowing the user to 
take preventive care.

On top of code’s meaning and the pos-
sible causes, the app also provides the 
user with real-time digital gauges that 
monitor a vehicle’s engine performance, 
which includes various parameters, such 
as Engine RPM, Engine coolant tem-
perature, Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensor 

output values, intake air temperature, 
Ignition timing advance, short term fuel 
trim, long term fuel trim, oxygen sensor 
output voltage and calculated engine 
load.

Additionally, Softweb Solutions built a 
back-end web admin where the admin 
users can log in to the application and 
manage the data related to a vehicle 
along with trouble codes numbers, 
trouble code definition, trouble code 
explanation and its related causes. 
 
Features 

• Online support

• Monitor engine data

• Encrypted local database

• Check engine lights

• Gauges in form of graphs and 
numbers

• Export trouble codes in PDF format

• Email Freeze Frames

• Check for Technical Service Bulle-
tins (TSB)/Recalls

• Locate the Vehicle Identification 
Number (VIN)

• Trouble code diagnostics

• Technical Service Bulletin (TSB) 
retrieval

• Recall information retrieval 

IoT Case Studies 
Wells Electronics

Company Information
Location
Fond du Lac, WI

Website
wellsve.com

Overview
Wells Vehicle Electronics is a well-
known manufacturer and supplier 
of electrical parts and components 
for vehicle manufacturers in North 
America. The company has been
operating within the equipment 
engineering and manufacturing 
industry for about half a century. 
They stand for a matchless, cus-
tomer-focused philosophy which 
has made them one of the most 
trusted manufacturers in the auto-
mobile industry.
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Business Benefits

• With this DIYer application, users 
can easily identify issues with their 
car.

• The app provides end users with 
code definition, code explanation, 
and possible causes

• Users can export trouble codes to 
PDF so that they can store it locally 
on the mobile device or can share it 
via email.

• Online capability helps to show 
vehicle list even when the dongle is 
disconnected.

• User can browse through the 
application to view Help and other 
sections.

• It helps save a lot of time as it facili-
tates to export the trouble codes at 
the time of the incident so the issue 
can be resolved quickly. 

About Softweb Solutions
Softweb Solutions Inc. is a Chicago 
based tech consulting and development 
company working with organizations 
across the world to implement the best-
of-breed solutions and processes to 
help them meet their business challeng-
es.

Over a decade of experience with the 
world’s leading companies has provided 
the expertise to offer strategy, design, 
engineering solutions and R&D services 
to companies in every industry. 

IoT Case Studies 
Wells Electronics (continued)
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Customer Problem 
Troy Design & Manufacturing needed an 
automated tracking system to monitor 
and guide each step of its +150 daily 
vehicle conversions at its new Chicago 
Modification Center. 

Troy Design & Manufacturing (TDM) is 
a Detroit-based Ford Motor Company 
metal stamping subsidiary that was 
expanding into the vehicle conversion 
business with its new Chicago Modifica-
tion Center, where it planned to convert 
+150 base-model Ford vehicles into po-
lice interceptors each day. TDM realized 
a manual, paper-based tracking system 
would not be efficient enough to handle 
operations. And while barcoding and 
fixed terminal entry would certainly be 
beneficial, these methods alone would 
still not provide the level of automation 
that TDM needed. A highly automated, 
computerized infrastructure would need 
to be implemented to more efficiently 
track, guide and report every step of 
vehicle conversion.

The Solution 
Zebra FX9500 Fixed RFID Readers and 
AN200 RFID Antennae were integrated 
with Lowry Solutions Work-In-Process 
(WIP) manufacturing software. 

TDM selected trusted Zebra partner, 
Lowry Solutions, to implement its robust 
vehicle tracking and guiding vision. 
Zebra hardware was chosen not only 
because of Lowry’s relationship and 
familiarity with its products, but also 
because TDM had done extensive 
research and heard numerous industry 
recommendations favoring Zebra over 
its competitors. Coupled with Low-
ry’s Work-In-Process software, Zebra 
FX9500 Fixed RFID Readers and AN200 
RFID Antennae would comprise the Chi-
cago facility’s tracking infrastructure. 

Results 
Automated work-flow enabled by RFID 
led to more precise visibility, data 

collection and consistency than antic-
ipated, setting a higher standard for 
facility efficiency and potential. With its 
vehicle tracking infrastructure deployed, 
TDM has found numerous advantages 
with RFID automation. Operators are 
more focused on performing their tasks 
and their workflow is streamlined with 
less paper-based documentation and 
tracking duties. Vehicle visibility and 
conversion progress data have pre-
vented downtime, and the consistency 
and reliability of RFID data capture has 
provided further insight into the facility’s 
capabilities.

Real-Time Tracking Realized 
When TDM began drafting its concept 
model for the Chicago Modification Cen-
ter, it realized that manual, paper-based 
documentation would not be robust 
enough to track all of its customers’ ve-
hicles while meeting its production tar-
gets. TDM was confident that it needed 
to implement a form of automatic data 
capture across its processes, and need-
ed to select between primarily adopting 
barcoding or RFID. TDM IT Manager 
Chris Morgan explained, “As we worked 
through it, we realized that we would 
need something more “hands-off,” 
both so we could reduce the amount 
of movement required of the operators 
and to ensure that we were tracking 
and timing the vehicle from the moment 
it enters its cell. We didn’t want to rely 
solely on the operator to report this later. 
That’s what got us going down the route 
toward RFID… and we knew the majority 
of the industry relied on Zebra.” 

TDM selected Lowry Solutions to help 
establish it’s RFID vision. Morgan 
explained, “We did some research and 
came across Lowry Solutions, who had 
some experience in the environment. 
They were recommended through Ford 
Motor Company, our parent company, 
and proposed an agile software de-
velopment process using RFID.” TDM 
research yielded an RFID case study 
conducted at the Ford Cologne-Niehl 
plant involving Austrian RFID middle-
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Overview
With the unparalleled visibility 
Zebra (NASDAQ: ZBRA) provides, 
enterprises become as smart and 
connected as the world we live in. 
Real-time information – gleaned 
from visionary solutions including 
hardware, software and services 
– gives organizations the compet-
itive edge they need to simplify 
operations, know more about their 
businesses and customers, and 
empower their mobile workers to 
succeed in today’s data-centric 
world. For more information, visit 
zebra.com.
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ware specialists, 7iD, which featured 
real-time vehicle tracking similar to what 
TDM had in mind for its modification 
center. Lowry then contacted 7iD, and 
the three organizations began outlining 
strategies and logistics for the Chicago 
facility. 

Collaboration Facilitates Effective 
Implementation 
To stay within TDM’s budget and ag-
gressive timeframe, Lowry conducted 
vigorous prototyping and testing while 
maintaining a steady dialogue with TDM 
throughout the development phase, 
sharing interactive progressions of 
prototype updates, and making adjust-
ments based on TDM feedback. Its agile 
development process led to a Work in 
Process (WIP) software application that 
seamlessly integrated with 7iD mid-
dleware and Zebra FX9500 Fixed RFID 
Readers and AN200 RFID Antennae. 

Paul Rakowicz, Vice President of Soft-
ware Development at Lowry, explained, 
“We received regular feedback from 
TDM, so when we got to the implemen-
tation phase, TDM already knew what 
they were getting, because they were 
involved in the development process. 
There were no surprises because they 
had seen, touched and participated in 
everything.” Timeframe demands were 
successfully met thanks to this hands-
on tailoring and collaboration. The com-
pleted solution is able to generate RFID 
tags with complex work instructions, bill 
of materials and tracking numbers tied 
to the vehicle’s VIN number as it enters 
the facility. With this information, opera-
tors can direct vehicles through produc-
tion cells with real-time guidance solely 
from automated RFID scans and reads. 

Automation Exceeds Expectations 
“The application makes decisions and 
directs traffic flow based on the infor-
mation in the system, and it’s hands-off, 
so our operators aren’t riffling through 
paper, trying to see where things go and 
needing to make decisions. It’s all very 

visual,” says Morgan. During the test 
phase, time studies showed RFID scans 
shaving 5-7 seconds off total work 
station time compared against barcode 
scans, significantly saving time con-
sidering each of the +150 daily vehicle 
conversions can go through up to 10 
work stations. Morgan further elaborat-
ed, “We can now capture time and date 
stamps without hand scans, document-
ing what activity occurred when vehicles 
were at checkpoints. Automating data 
collection makes everything very consis-
tent and reliable.” 

The real-time visibility provided by RFID 
offered even more opportunities for 
streamlining operations than previously 
anticipated. Morgan explains, “In the be-
ginning, we had each individual conver-
sion step signed-off by the operator, but 
we quickly realized that this was overkill, 
and because we were tracking data at a 
higher level, we didn’t have to tie down 
our operators with what they were re-
cording. We still get the same value out 
of the information.” And because WIP 
interfaces with Ford Motor Company’s 
corporate database, TDM is able to use 
RFID to report vehicle receipt, produc-
tion progress and shipping updates 
back to Ford in real time. Morgan said, 
“Overall, I would say the infrastructure 
itself exceeded our expectations. With 
the improved tag read rates and consis-
tency, and the overall visibility that the 
system provides, we are always able to 
see where vehicles are at in the modifi-
cation process inside and outside of the 
facility with a higher level of efficiency 
than anticipated.”
 

What’s Next 
TDM is on the cutting edge of innova-
tion, especially with its implementation 
of RFID. With its abandonment of man-
ual, paper-based tracking, over 90% of 
its operations are already automated 
by RFID, and Morgan still sees more 
opportunities to utilize the technolo-
gy. “There’s always the potential for 
expanding our current operations and 
our infrastructure. We’d like to add RFID 

to even more work stations to increase 
our visibility both inside and outside of 
the facility. Right now we’re still using 
barcodes in some areas, especially in 
slow content and repair areas, but we’re 
looking to expand capabilities.” As TDM 
starts exploring even more ways to 
leverage RFID, the reliability and con-
sistency continues to provide Morgan 
the gratification of “…knowing that we 
successfully recorded every vehicle that 
has left the building.”
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